
Large Modern 3D Crystal Wall Clock Luxury Art Metal Round Home Decor

RRP: $164.95

Rocking the trendy Mid-Century Modern look to perfection, this three-

dimensional sunburst wall clock by Randy & Travis Machinery will become

the focal point in whatever room you choose to display it. With its bold

design and crystal-trimmed rays, its stunning black colour will stand out

against practically any background.

More than just a pretty wall hanging, this precise timepiece will keep you

on time even as you relax with its world-class quartz movement. Easy-to-

read numbers in a contemporary font heighten the Mid-Century charm.

Crafted from sturdy iron, this wall clock is as durable is it is beautiful. With

excellent care, it might even become a precious family heirloom!

Using only one AA battery, this clock is an efficient, yet stylish way to

keep time in your home. Perfect for living rooms, dens, kitchens, and even

your bedroom, this timepiece will likely become one of your favourite

pieces with its blend of design and practical convenience.

Hang this eye-catching artwork in any room. Unlike paintings, lithographs,

or tapestries, it won't fade in the sun. Its crystal rays will catch the

sunlight, amplifying the room's natural light with their sparkle.

Whether for your own home or as a gift for family or friends, this gorgeous

wall clock—done in black and crystal—will fit into the colour scheme of

nearly every home. Don't wait until they're all gone. Purchase yours

today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Iron and crystal
Colour: Black and clear
Movement: Silent quartz movement
Display: Analog, with minute and hour hands and numbers with
Noctilucence dial
Diameter: 70 cm
Battery required: 1 AA battery (not included)
Weight: 2.3 kg
Wall hook: Non-trace
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